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How are you feeling?

Please make sure you talk to your grown ups about how 
you are feeling regularly.  Remember you can also talk 
to myself using seesaw as well if you want to. 



Monday 18th January 2021

Spellings.
1. climb 4. any
2. only 5. many
3. old 6. clothes

Handwriting.



Punctuation ladder.

Today we are going to be writing sentences with a capital letter and 
full stop. Re-write my 2 sentences using capital letters and full 
stops in the correct places.

spiderman is swinging through the city he is 
going to rescue a man from a super villian



Phonics

• Please click on the links for today’s phonics session. Our sound today 
is ‘ow’ in cow.

• https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/iV0je2sX/5si8FNWd

• https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/iV0je2sX/5si8FNWd

https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/iV0je2sX/5si8FNWd
https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/iV0je2sX/5si8FNWd




Today we are continuing to learn about persuasive writing. At the end of 

the topic, we will be writing our own persuasive writing to try to persuade 

the reader that either zoos are good places and they should visit, or they are 

bad places and should be banned.  

Today we will be learning about vocabulary choices in

persuasive texts. 



Strong Words Make Strong Opinions

As we have learned so far, opinion texts present an opinion about a 
particular topic. When you write an opinion text, your goal is to 
convince the reader to agree with your point of view. 
The building blocks of any piece of writing 
are the words you use. If you want your 
opinion to sound strong and convincing, 
you need to use strong words. The 
stronger your opinion sounds, the more 
likely it is that your reader will listen!



Strong Words – Example 

Littering is wrong.

This girl wants to convince her friend not to litter in the playground. 
Do you think sounds very persuasive? Why or why not?

Do you think the girl sounds very persuasive? Why or why not?
Do you think the boy will be convinced not to litter in the playground? Why or why not?
What might help the girl to persuade the boy to agree with her point of view?



Strong Words – Example

‘Wrong’ is not a very strong word. The girl does not sound very 
convincing. Can you think of any other words that mean the same or 
similar to the word ‘wrong’? You could use an online thesaurus to give 
you some ideas. 

thoughtless

disrespectful
wrong



Strong Words – Example

Here are some examples of words that she could use that would be a 
stronger choice than ‘wrong’.

thoughtless

disrespectful

careless

unacceptable

selfish

inconsiderate

appalling

offensive



Transforming Sentences With Strong Words

Strong words can transform ‘weak’ sentences into strong opinions. 
Here is an example.

Weak sentence:
Children should play a musical 
instrument because it is fun.

Strong opinion:
Playing a musical instrument is 

an enjoyable and creative
activity and a valuable life skill. 



Transforming Sentences
Can you improve these opinions by using ‘strong’ words to this ‘weak’ 
sentence to transform it into a strong opinion. Change the purple 
word. Weak sentence:

Everyone should eat vegetables 
because they are good for you.

Strong opinion:



Transforming Sentences 
Can you improve these opinions by using ‘strong’ words to this ‘weak’ 
sentence to transform it into a strong opinion. Change the purple 
word. 

Weak sentence:
It is kind to include other 

people in your games.

Strong opinion:



Transforming Sentences – Review 

Use strong words to write a strong opinion sentence for each topic.

Playgrounds are fun.Learning is important. Birthdays are special.







Today is our last day learning about money. At the end of a unit, we find out what the children have learned and what we 
need to revisit. We do this by doing a short assessment where the children work independently to answer the questions. 
Please try to encourage them to be as independent as possible today in answering the questions. Don’t worry if they get 
answers wrong, it will help me to know who needs a little bit of practise at some point. If they do need a lot of help, just let
me know that you have had to support them. 











PHSE- Jigsaw
Dream and goals.
What have these children achieved?

Do you think it was easy for them to achieve their goal?

Can you think of what steps they might have had to go through to achieve their goal? 



PHSE- Jigsaw
Dream and goals.

Choose a goal of your own.

Can you draw a ladder and fill in

the steps you think it will take

to achieve your goal?

Make sure your goal is something

realistic and achievable that you 

would like to work towards. 

e.g. 

Improve my handwriting.

Learn to ride my bike.



PHSE- Jigsaw
Which step do you think would be the most difficult?

What advice would you give to someone when they reach that step? 


